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Abstract
Recognizing  cognates  in  a  related  but  unknown  language  (Lx)  is  of  key  importance  in

receptive multilingualism. Many studies have consequently investigated the impact of both item-

related characteristics (most notably the cognates’ formal distance to their L1/L2 counterparts)

and participant-related variables (e. g., the make-up of the participants’ linguistic repertoires) on

Lx cognate recognition. However, little is known about how these two factors interact with one

another.  Using  data  from  a  lifespan  study  on  Lx  (Swedish)  cognate  recognition  in  German-

speaking participants, we investigate how the effect of the Lx cognates’ formal distance to their

L1/L2 counterparts varies as a function of the participants’ richness of linguistic experience and

their ability to deal with abstract patterns flexibly (‘fluid intelligence’). We do so for both written

and spoken stimuli. The results underscore that the relationship between formal distance and

recognition in receptive multilingualism, and cross-linguistic influence more generally, may vary

systematically as a function of participant-related variables.
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1 Introduction
When languages are closely related, speakers of one language can often make use of cross-

linguistic similarities to partially understand written or spoken texts in the other language (Lx)

without  having  properly  learned  or  acquired  it.  This  is  known  as  receptive  multilingualism,

examples of which can be found to a greater or lesser extent in Scandinavia, between German and

Dutch, and in the Romance language family. A particularly rich and crucially important source of

cross-linguistic  similarities  in  receptive  multilingualism  is  provided  by  cognates,  i.  e.,

genealogically  related  words  in  different  language  varieties  (e.  g.,  Möller  and  Zeevaert  2010;

Heuven 2008).  However,  the  mere  presence  of  a  cognate  relationship  does  not  automatically

mean that readers or listeners can make use of them. To borrow the central metaphor of Scott

Jarvis’s (2014) plenary address, some steps in learning and using additional languages are easier
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to climb than others and some people are better at climbing steps than others. Similarly, some

cognates are easier to recognize than others, and some readers or listeners are better able to

recognize cognates than others. Consequently, much research on receptive multilingualism takes

a deliberately reductionist approach by focusing on factors that may affect readers’ or listen- ers’

success in guessing the meaning of individual Lx cognates.

One of the main factors that is  often considered in such studies  is  the degree of  formal

overlap  between the Lx words and their  cognates  in  a  known language,  usually the L1.  This

degree of formal overlap is typically measured by means of the Levenshtein algorithm, which

computes the smallest number of insertions, deletions, and substitutions necessary to transform

one string into another. By way of example, Figure 1 shows how the Swedish orthographic string

avskaffa ‘to abolish’ can be transformed into German abschaffen using two insertions (‘I’) and three

substitutions (‘S’) for a total operation cost of five. For spoken stimuli, phonetic transcriptions

can  be  used  as  input  strings.  The  operation  cost  is  then  normalized  for  the  length  of  the

alignment (in Figure 1: ten slots), yielding the Levenshtein distance (in Figure 1: 5/10 = 0.5). Lx

stimuli with high Levenshtein distances to their L1 counterparts have been shown to be more

difficult to understand in receptive multilingualism, both at the text level (Beijering et al. 2008;

Gooskens 2007) and at the individual word level (e. g., Berthele and Lambelet 2009; Doetjes and

Gooskens  2009;  Gooskens  et  al.  2011;  Kürschner  et  al.  2008;  Bezooijen  and  Gooskens  2005;

Vanhove et al. 2015b; but see Berthele 2011).1

Figure 1: Levenshtein alignment of Swedish avskaffa and German abschaffen.

However, applied linguists have long recognized that the existence of formal cross-linguistic

similarities does not, in and by itself, guarantee that foreign-language learners can make use of

them; what is important is whether and how these cross-linguistic similarities are perceived (e.

g., Kellerman 1977, 1983). This leaves open the possibility that the precise relationship between

1 Levenshtein distances can further be refined by weighting substitutions by phonologically or phonetically similar
phones (e. g., a fortis consonant such as [t] by its lenis counterpart [d]) less than substitutions by more different
phones (e. g., [t] by [w]), as was done by Beijering et al. (2008). To our knowledge, however, no study reports that
doing so actually improves the Levenshtein distance’s power to predict the comprehensibility of spoken or written
words (see also Möller 2012).
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formal distance and perceived similarity varies from learner to learner. By the same token, the

effect of formal distance on Lx comprehension may well differ from one participant to the next

and may do so as a function of certain participant-related factors. To our knowledge, however,

the effect of formal distance (or its complement, formal similarity) on Lx comprehension has

always been studied averaged over all participants in a given sample. In this contribution, we

therefore consider the possibility that the effect of  formal distance on the comprehension of

individual Lx words varies systematically as a function of (a) the breadth of the participants’

linguistic repertoire and experience and (b) their ability to deal  with abstract (non-linguistic)

patterns flexibly. To stick to Jarvis’s (2014) metaphor, what interests us here is whether some

kinds of steps are comparatively easier to take for some multilinguals than for others.

With respect  to  (a),  findings by Berthele  (2008,  2011)  and Vanhove and Berthele  (2015a)

suggest that participants with larger linguistic repertoires (including more as well as more varied

L1 experience) are better at receptive multilingualism and Lx word comprehension. Their finding

that  inter-individual  differences,  even  in  L1  vocabulary  knowledge,  predict  receptive

multilingualism success ties in with an observation that Teleman (1981) made in a Scandinavian

setting: infrequent L1 lexemes (e. g., Swedish begynna instead of the more common börja ‘to start’)

sometimes correspond to unmarked Lx forms (Norwegian  begynne). Knowledge of such rare L1

forms can therefore  be  advantageous  in  receptive  multilingualism.  Berthele  (2008),  however,

submitted an additional explanation. Participants with richer linguistic repertoires may show a

greater  degree of  perceptual  tolerance in receptive multilingualism, i.  e.,  a  greater  degree of

flexibility in dealing with linguistic input that deviates from their own L1 (L2, ..., Ln) norm. This

suggestion ties in with findings about ‘wider grammars’ in bilinguals (Zobl 1992): compared to

monolinguals, bilinguals are often more tolerant of discrepant syntax in reception, presumably

because  their  search  spaces  are  wider  when  analyzing  syntactic  structures.  Similarly,  wider

search spaces may be advantageous when coping with phonological or orthographic interlingual

discrepancies as well: multilinguals who master repertoires with a great number of interlingual

correspondences can be expected to be better at finding potential interlingual connections in an

unknown target language, too, and thus be less strongly affected by the sheer formal distance

between  Lx  materials  (morphemes,  words,  phrases,  texts)  and  their  counterparts  in  known

languages.  Greater  flexibility  with  respect  to  dealing  with  Lx  input  that  deviates  from  the

corresponding form in the L1 (L2, ..., Ln) should be reflected in a weaker link between the formal

distance between the Lx and L1 material and Lx comprehension.

With respect to (b), Vanhove and Berthele (2015a) found that participants who can deal more

flexibly  with  abstract,  non-linguistic  patterns  (‘fluid  intelligence’)  are  better  at  guessing  the

meaning of spoken Lx cognates.  Here,  it  can be expected that participants who are better at

dealing  flexibly  with  abstract  patterns  can  apply  those  skills  to  receptive  multilingualism

contexts so that formal discrepancies between Lx stimuli and their L1 (L2, ..., Ln) cognates would

not affect them as much.
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In  sum,  the  expectation  is  not  only  that  higher  levels  of  linguistic  experience  and fluid

intelligence  are  associated  with  an  overall  better  performance  in  Lx  cognate  guessing  (see

Vanhove et al. 2015a), but also that participants with higher levels of linguistic experience and

fluid intelligence depend to a lesser degree on formal matches when guessing the meaning of Lx

cognates (i. e., the slope linking formal distance and cognate guessing success should be less steep

in these participants). It is the latter prediction that this paper addresses.

2 Method
The data  analyzed in  this  paper  stem from a  cross-sectional  lifespan study on receptive

multilingualism  (Vanhove  2014;  Vanhove  et  al.  2015a)  in  which  159  German-speaking  Swiss

participants aged ten to 86 were asked to translate 50 written and 50 spoken Swedish words into

German. Ninety of the words had translation-equivalent cognates in German and/or the foreign

languages  common  to  most  participants,  viz.  French  and  English,  and  their  meaning  could

therefore in  principle  be inferred even without  a  context.  All  participants  were recruited to

provide data for three parallel projects (see Berthele and Kaiser 2014) and took part in a battery

of cognitive and linguistic tasks that lasted up to three hours. For want of space, this Method

section only discusses the tasks that are directly relevant to this contribution.  For  additional

details on the exact procedures as well as a list of the stimuli used and their cognates, we refer to

Vanhove (2014) and Vanhove and Berthele (2015a). Similarly, the cross-sectional aspects of the

data, including the independent effect of age as well as its correlations and interactions with the

variables considered in this paper, are amply discussed in the publications cited.

2.1 Participants
We recruited 167 German-speaking Swiss participants (76 men) who were roughly uniformly

distributed between the ages of 10 and 86 years. Four participants did not complete the cognate

translation task (see below) due to computer malfunctions. Four further participants had to be

excluded due to experimenter error, leaving a sample of 159 participants. With the exception of

some of the youngest participants, all of them had at least some knowledge of French and English

in addition to Standard German and their Swiss German dialects. Participants with self-reported

knowledge of Germanic languages other than Standard German, Swiss German, and English were

screened out before the data collection.

2.2 Tasks

2.2.1 Cognate translation task

This computer-run task consisted of two blocks featuring 50 different isolated Swedish words

each. One block consisted of written words presented on the computer screen; the other block

consisted of spoken words presented through headphones. The order of the blocks as well as the
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order of the stimuli within each block was randomized for each participant. 2 × 45 words had

translation-equivalent cognates in German, English and/or French and could thus in principle be

understood by the participants (‘target words’). 2 × 5 words did not have any German, English or

French translation-equivalent cognates and were included in order to verify that the participants

did not have any prior lexical knowledge of Swedish. Participants were asked to try to translate

the stimuli into German but were given the option to pass in case no translation came to mind.

For full technical details as well as a list of the stimuli with their German, English and French

cognates, see Vanhove (2014) and Vanhove and Berthele (2015a).

2.2.1.1 Scoring

All translations were checked manually and coded for their correctness (binary variable).

German capitalization errors were disregarded. Other misspellings were not penalized either as

long as they did not give rise to another existing word. A detailed scoring protocol is provided in

Vanhove (2014: Section 4.2.6) and in Vanhove and Berthele (2015a: Appendix).

2.2.1.2 Computation of formal distances

The formal distances between the Swedish stimuli  and their cognates were computed by

means  of  the  Levenshtein  algorithm  (see  Introduction).  The  Levenshtein  computations  were

based  on  orthographic  strings  for  written  items  and  on  phonetic  strings  for  spoken  items.

Analyses by Vanhove (2014; see also Vanhove et al. 2015b) on these data showed that, as a group,

participants were sensitive to formal distances with respect to both German and English in the

written modality but only with respect to German in the spoken modality. Neither in the written

nor in the spoken modality did formal distance with respect to French emerge as a statistically

relevant  factor.  The  Levenshtein  variable  used  for  the  written  stimuli  was  therefore  a

combination of  the Levenshtein distances with respect  to  German and those with respect  to

English:  we  used  whichever  of  the  two  was  the  smaller  one  for  each  stimulus  (‘Germanic

Levenshtein distance’). The Levenshtein variable used for the spoken stimuli was the Levenshtein

distance with respect to German. When a stimulus did not have a translation-equivalent cognate

in a relevant source language, the Levenshtein distance was set to 1 (i. e., the maximum).

Figure 2 shows the 2 × 45 Swedish target words and their Levenshtein values. Most of the

items are situated in the middle of the Levenshtein continuum. This is the result of a deliberate

choice on our part to include a relatively large number of  items of presumably intermediate

difficulty in order to avoid ceiling and floor effects as well  as frustration in our participants.

However,  a  more  uniform  distribution  of  items  across  the  Levenshtein  continuum  might  be

preferable to avoid a scarcity of data points for some combinations of predictor variables.
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Figure 2: Dot plots of the 2 × 45 target words’ Levenshtein values.

2.2.2 Advanced German vocabulary test (Schmidt and Metzler 1992)

This test is commonly used to measure verbal (‘crystallized’) intelligence levels in natively

German-speaking  participants.  It  serves  as  a  general  proxy  of  our  participants’  L1  linguistic

experience (see, e. g., Kuperman and Van Dyke 2013, on the link between linguistic experience

and vocabulary size). The test consists of 42 series of words and nonwords. The participants’ task

is to tick the existing German word presented alongside five orthographically and phonotactically

permissible nonwords. The target words range from the educated but common (e.g., Ironie ‘irony’)

to the highly arcane (e. g.,  Heddur, a type of aluminum alloy). One point was awarded for every

correctly ticked target word.

2.2.3 Raven’s advanced progressive matrices (Raven 1962)

This  test  of  fluid  intelligence  contains  36  abstract  puzzles.  Each  puzzle  presents  eight

patterns in a 3-by-3 grid. The participants’ task is to select the logically fitting ninth pattern from
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a list of eight possible patterns presented underneath the grid. One point was awarded for each

correctly selected pattern.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of  the vocabulary test  and Raven task scores.  While  the

Raven scores are approximately normally distributed in our sample, the vocabulary scores are

negatively skewed: Most participants fall into the 30-to-40 bracket. The vocabulary and Raven

scores were not strongly correlated with each other (rs = 0.12).

Figure 3: Cumulative density plots of the participants’ vocabulary and Raven scores.

2.2.4 English proficiency test

Proficiency in additional languages that are closely related to both the L1 and the Lx often

contributes  positively  to  receptive  multilingualism  skills  (e.g.,  Berthele  2011;  Berthele  and

Lambelet 2009; Vanhove et al. 2015a; but see Bezooijen et al. 2012). A measure of proficiency in

English,  the  only  Germanic  language  beside  Standard  German  and  Swiss  German  that  our

participants knew, was therefore included in the analyses as a control covariate. The proficiency

test consisted of a 20-item multiple-choice test and a 25-item C-test. The scores on both parts

were z-normalized (i. e., expressed in standard deviations) and the two normalized scores were

added together for each participant.

A measure of proficiency in the other additional language shared by almost all participants, i.

e. French, was not predictive of cognate translation accuracy and will not further be discussed

here for reasons of space. For a discussion, see Vanhove (2014: Section 5.2.1) and Vanhove and

Berthele (2015b); for similar findings, see Vanhove and Berthele (2013: 188).
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2.3 Modeling approach

2.3.1 Generalized additive models

To investigate the interactions between fluid intelligence and the vocabulary test scores on

the one hand and formal distance on the other hand, we adopted a multivariate approach in

which the binary correctness variable was modeled in terms of continuous predictor variables

(Raven  score,  German  vocabulary  score,  English  proficiency,  and  Levenshtein  distance).  The

‘traditional’ vehicle for fitting binary dependent variables is logistic regression, which can further

be furnished with random effect terms in order to specify the dependency structure of the data

(‘mixed-effects modeling’,  specifically generalized linear mixed models,  or  GLMMs; see Jaeger

2008). Logistic regression assumes a linear relationship between the dependent and the predictor

variables, however. This assumption is relaxed in generalized additive models (GAMs). Like logistic

regression, GAMs can cope with binary dependent variables by modeling the data in terms of log-

odds,  but  they  lend  themselves  better  to  the  fitting  of  nonlinear  relationships  between  the

dependent and an independent variable. In general terms, this is accomplished by fitting higher-

order polynomial regressions to subsets of the data, gluing the pieces together, and then applying

a cross-validation procedure (or an algebraic approximation thereof)  to prune back excessive

nonlinearities  (see  Wood  2006;  for  an  accessible  introduction  geared  towards  subject-matter

researchers, see Zuur et al. 2009: Ch. 3). GAMs can also incorporate random effects up to a certain

extent, giving rise to generalized additive mixed-effects models (GAMMs).2

The principal reason for our using GAMMs is that, in addition to modeling nonlinear main

effects, they can model nonlinear interactions between two (or several) continuous independent

variables. This is accomplished through the fitting of ‘tensor products’, the mathematical details

of which need not concern us here as end users (see Wood 2006: 162–167): in essence, these tensor

products  generalize  the  fitting  approach  outlined  above  to  higher  dimensions.  GLMMs,  like

traditional  regression  models,  can  accommodate  linear  interactions  between  continuous

variables, but fitting nonlinear interactions with them is a nontrivial exercise. Their ability to fit

nonlinear  (as  opposed  to  linear)  interactions  between  continuous  variables  make  GAMMs

eminently suited for our present purpose: while we expect that the effect of formal distance on

cognate guessing success varies according to vocabulary test and Raven task performance, these

effects need not be linear.

2.3.2 Software and model specification

We fitted separate GAMMs for spoken and written stimuli using the bam()

2 GAMMs can straightforwardly accommodate random intercepts (e.g., by-participant or by-item adjustments to the
intercept)  as  well  as  random  slopes  for  linear  terms  (e.g.,  by-item  adjustments  to  the  slope  of  the  English
proficiency variable).  In principle, GAMMs can also accommodate the nonlinear counterpart  of random slopes
(‘factor-smooth interactions’), but we have not been able to fit those in models with crossed dependency structures
(i.e., items and participants). Research on linear mixed models has highlighted the importance of including random
slopes (e. g., Barr et al. 2013; Jaeger et al. 2011; Schielzeth and Forstmeier 2009), and similar considerations may
well apply to GAMMs.
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function in the mgcv package (version 1.8-2; Wood 2014) for R (R Core Team 2014). Only

responses to target words were analyzed. The GAMMs featured (a) nonlinear main effects for

Raven task  score,  vocabulary test  score,  and Levenshtein  distance,  (b)  nonlinear  interactions

between Raven task score and Levenshtein distance as well as between vocabulary test score and

Levenshtein distance, (c) a linear main effect for English proficiency (as a control variable), and

(d) random intercepts for participants and for items. The nonlinear terms were fitted with cubic

regression  splines  using  mgcv’s  ti()  function.  Readers  interested  in  full  technical  details  can

inspect our script (see below).

2.3.3 Interpretation

The mgcv package provides numerical information about the fitted nonlinear terms (e. g.,

degrees of freedom,  χ²-values, and  p-values).  These, however, are intended as approximations

rather than perfectly accurate numbers (e. g., Wood 2006: xvii; see also Note 1). As a result, blind

reliance on the traditional boundary between significant and nonsignificant p-values at α = 0.05 is

even less likely than usual (see, e. g., Cohen 1994; Gigerenzer 2004) to be a useful heuristic for

gauging the generalizability of GAMM-fitted trends.

Furthermore,  these numerical  summaries  reveal  little  about  the  shapes of  the  nonlinear

relationships, which is why they need to be inspected visually.3 Nonlinear interactions can be

graphed  in  contour  plots,  which  are  two-dimensional  representations  of  three-dimensional

surfaces in which points at the same ‘height’ (i. e., with the same fitted values) are connected by

contour lines. Reading a contour plot of a nonlinear interaction is thus essentially the same as

reading a topographic map of hilly terrain.

2.3.4 Code and data availability

A script containing the R commands that we used as well as the dataset are available from

http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1172058,  allowing  interested  readers  to  fully  reproduce

our  results  or  carry  out  their  own  analyses.  The  software  used  is  in  constant  development,

however, and later program versions may yield somewhat different, presumably more accurate

results. For unabridged data and code, see Vanhove (2014).

3 Results

3.1 Written items
We fitted a generalized additive mixed-effects model on the correctness of the translations

offered by 159 participants to 45 target items (total  n:  7,155).  This GAMM featured nonlinear

3 Readers familiar with traditional linear models will note that we do not report fit indices such as the R² coefficient
of determination for the GAMM fits. The reason is that such fit indices (and their generalizations for non-Gaussian
models) translate poorly to mixed models. We know of no R² pendant that is straightforwardly implementable and
in widespread use for indicating the fit of models with crossed random effects (i. e., participants and items).
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interactions between a measure of formal distance between the stimuli and their German and

English cognates (Germanic Levenshtein distance) on the one hand and the participants’ scores

on an advanced German vocabulary test and Raven’s advanced progressive matrices on the other

hand. The fitted interactions are presented by means of contour plots in the right-hand panel of

Figure 4. For comparison, the left-hand panel shows the corresponding contour plots of a GAMM

without the interactions.

Figure  4: GAMM-fitted  contour  plots  (written  modality).  The  plots  on  the  left  show the

effects of Levenshtein distance and vocabulary score (upper row) and of Levenshtein distance and

Raven score (bottom row) without interaction terms; the plots on the right allow for interaction

effects.
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The contour plots on the left-hand side can be read as follows. Going from left to right along

the x-axis in the upper plot (irrespective of the position on the y-axis), the fitted values increase

by somewhat more than 2 log-odds (note that the values in the upper left corner are negative: the

minus  sign  is  not  part  of  the  contour  line).  This  represents  the  bare  main  effect  of  the

participants’ vocabulary test result. In the bottom plot, the corresponding change is less than 0.5

log-odds.  This  change  represents  the  bare  main  effect  of  the  participants’  Raven  task

performance. Similarly, moving vertically along the y-axis in either plot, the fitted values change

by slightly more than 5 log-odds, which represents the bare main effect of Germanic Levenshtein

distance. Unsurprisingly, all three of these effects largely correspond to the effects reported by

Vanhove (2014) and Vanhove and Berthele (2015b): They were derived from the same dataset but

using a different statistical model (GAMM instead of GLMM).

For the model plotted on the right-hand side of Figure 4, the effect of Levenshtein distance

and the participant-related effects were allowed to vary with respect to each other. In the upper

right plot, the effect of Levenshtein distance decreases from about 7.5 log-odds to 4 log-odds as

the vocabulary test results increase from 10 to 40. By the same token, going right along the x-axis,

one finds an effect of  the vocabulary test results of about 2 log-odds for smaller Levenshtein

distances (up till  about .4),  but this increase gets larger for  larger Levenshtein distances:  For

Levenshtein  distances  around  .8,  this  increase  is  4.5  log-odds.  This  interaction  between

Levenshtein distance and vocabulary test results is statistically significant (χ²(reference df: 7.0) =

15.9, p = 0.03), but we reiterate that this statistical test is an approximation.

The bottom right plot shows the interaction between Levenshtein distance and Raven task

performance.  The fitted effect of  Levenshtein distance (plotted on the  y-axis) decreases from

more than 6 log-odds (Raven score of 0) to about 4 log-odds (Raven score of 35). The plot suggests

that there may be a cross-over interaction between Raven score and Levenshtein distance: For

written items with small Levenshtein distances (e. g., 0.1), the fitted values actually decrease with

increasing Raven task performance, whereas for items with large Levenshtein distances (e. g.,

0.8),  one  finds  a  roughly  one-unit  increase  on  the  log-odds  scale.  This  interaction,  too,  was

statistically significant (χ²(reference df: 1.0) = 10.1, p = 0.001).

3.2 Spoken items
All 159 participants responded to 45 spoken target stimuli (total  n:  7,155). The right-hand

side of Figure 5 presents the interactions between German Levenshtein distance on the one hand

and  vocabulary  score  and  Raven  score  on  the  other  hand.  The  left-hand  side  presents  the

respective bare main effects for comparison. The upper right panel of Figure 5 suggests that the

effect of Levenshtein distance is smaller in participants with low vocabulary test results than in

participants with high vocabulary test results – contrary to our expectations. This interaction

seems  to  be  driven  primarily  by  items  with  small  Levenshtein  distances:  Participants  with

vocabulary test results of about 25 and lower hardly show a Levenshtein effect for items with
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Levenshtein distances  between 0.0  and 0.2,  whereas  participants  with higher  vocabulary test

scores  do  show  a  Levenshtein  effect  for  these  stimuli.  This  interaction  is  not  statistically

significant, however (χ²(reference df: 7.7) = 13.2, p = 0.10).

Figure 5: GAMM-fitted contour plots (spoken modality). The plots on the left show the effects

of Levenshtein distance and vocabulary score (upper row) and of Levenshtein distance and Raven

score (bottom row) without interaction terms; the plots on the right allow for interaction effects.

The interaction between Levenshtein distance and Raven score is plotted in the bottom right

panel of Figure 5.  This plot suggests that the effect of Levenshtein distance is roughly stable
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across the range of Raven scores (about 5 log-odds). A subtle interaction may be present in that

the Raven score effect may differ somewhat for different Levenshtein values: Items with large

(>0.7) or small (<0.1) Levenshtein distances show a small Levenshtein effect of about 0.5 log-odds.

In the mid-range, i. e., for Levenshtein distances between about 0.2 and 0.6, the Raven variable

has  an  effect  of  about  1.5  log-odds.  This  interaction,  however,  is  not  statistically  significant

(χ²(reference df: 8.2) = 14.9, p = 0.07).

4 Discussion and conclusions
This paper investigated whether the effect of  the formal distance between Lx words and

their  cognates  in known languages on how well  the words can be understood in a receptive

multilingualism context varies as a function of readers’ or listeners’ linguistic experience and

their  fluid  intelligence.  It  was  predicted  that  formal  distance  would  be  less  important  in

participants with higher levels of linguistic experience and fluid intelligence. These hypotheses

were addressed separately for the written and for the spoken modality using data collected from

159 German-speaking participants who translated 90 Swedish words with cognates in German,

English, or French.

In the written modality, nonlinear interactions fitted in generalized additive mixed-effects

models  yielded results  in line with the expectations.  First,  the slope of  the function relating

formal distance (Germanic Levenshtein distance) to cognate translation accuracy was less steep

when  readers  performed  better  on  the  advanced  L1  vocabulary  test.  This  interaction  is

particularly pronounced for Lx words showing a large orthographic distance to their German or

English counterpart. This may suggest that readers with a wealth of linguistic experience show a

larger degree of perceptual flexibility and are less hampered by formal differences when guessing

the meaning of written Lx cognates, as suggested by Berthele (2008, 2011).

Second, readers with high fluid intelligence levels – as measured by means of the Raven task

– showed a weaker effect of Germanic Levenshtein distance than did participants with low fluid

intelligence  levels.  However,  the  fluid  intelligence  ×  Levenshtein  distance  interaction  also

revealed an unexpected cross-over interaction: While higher Raven scores were associated with

more accurate cognate translations when the stimuli had large Levenshtein values, for stimuli

with low Levenshtein values,  higher Raven scores were actually associated with slightly  lower

translation accuracy. This crossover interaction may explain why Vanhove and Berthele (2015a)

did not report a main effect of fluid intelligence since the negative effect partially cancels out the

positive effect. It does raise the question of why higher Raven scores are associated with (slightly)

lower  cognate  guessing  performance  for  items  with  low  Levenshtein  values,  however.  One

possible explanation goes as follows. Participants with high fluid intelligence levels are arguably

more adept at coping with obscured cognate relationships as they can treat the stimuli’s actual

forms  more  flexibly  by  abstracting  away  from  formal  discrepancies  and  instead  establishing
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similarities. When cognate relationships are obscured, this is usually advantageous, but when

they are not, this flexibility may backfire. For instance, showing some flexibility with regard to

formal discrepancies is necessary when decoding the stimulus  förutsättning (Gm.  Voraussetzung

‘requirement’). When decoding a stimulus like hård ‘hard’, not much flexibility is required; in fact,

decoders who are too flexible can sometimes come up with incorrect translations such as  Herz

‘heart’ or Herd ‘stove’. That said, the negative effect of fluid intelligence is relatively small.

With respect to the spoken modality, our expectations were not borne out. First, participants

with high vocabulary test scores actually showed a stronger Levenshtein effect in our sample.

Second, the effect of Levenshtein distance was more or less the same for different Raven scores,

and the two variables only seemed to interact in specific regions of the contour plot. Neither of

the two interactions was statistically robust.

In general terms, our findings at the very least suggest that the effect of formal distance – a

classic variable in research on receptive multilingualism (see Introduction)  –  is  not merely a

matter of the stimuli used in the cognate translation task but also one of the participants who

take the task. Moreover, they indicate that some of the between-participant variability in the

formal distance effect is systematically related to their levels of linguistic experience and fluid

intelligence – at least in the written modality. In this respect, this study not only underscores

Kellerman’s (1977, 1983) classic distinction between purely formal and perceived similarities but

also that the relationship between the two may vary systematically between participants with the

same L1 background.

Two caveats are in order,  however.  First,  as discussed in the Method section,  borderline

significant results (e. g., p = 0.03) are to be treated with caution – even more so than usual – given

the approximate nature of the test.  Second, the distribution of both the Levenshtein and the

participant-related variables was such that the number of data points was low in some regions of

the contour plots (see Figures 2 and 3). For both of these reasons, the true test of the findings

reported here should be a  more targeted study in  which more items from the whole formal

distance continuum are used. In conclusion, however, we maintain that research on receptive

multilingualism  can  gain  more  nuanced  insights  by  jointly  considering  both  item-  and

participant-related variables and their interplay.
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